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This Brochure is published in accordance with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”) Form ADV 
Part 2 requirements as required by SEC rules. The SEC issued a final rule in July 2010 requiring all registered 
Investment Advisers “IAs” to provide a Firm Brochure in a narrative “plain English” format. This Brochure 
provides information regarding the qualifications and business practices of J.W. Cole Advisors, Inc. (“JWCA”) in 
the standard format as detailed by the SEC rule. If you have any questions about the contents of this Brochure, 
please contact your JWCA Investment Advisor Representative (“IAR”) or JWCA’s corporate office at (866) 592-
6531. The information in this Brochure has not been approved or verified by the SEC or by any state securities 
authority. The use of the term “Registered” throughout this Brochure does indicate a licensing qualification but it is 
not intended to imply a certain level of skill. As used in this Brochure, the words “we”, “our” and “us” refer to 
JWCA and your IAR. The words “you”, “your” and “client” refer to you as either an existing client or prospective 
client of JWCA. 
 
Additional information about JWCA is available on the SEC’s website at: www.adviserinfo.sec.gov. 
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EXHIBIT A 

 

SUMMARY OF MATERIAL CHANGES 

 

This Section provides a summary of specific material changes that have been made to the Brochure since the last 
update on March 27, 2014. We may provide existing advisory clients with this summary in lieu of providing a 
complete updated Brochure each year. We deliver this summary, or a complete Brochure, each year to existing 
advisory clients within 120 days of the close of our fiscal year. We recommend you, and all clients, read the entire 
Brochure. Existing clients receiving the summary of material changes only, may request a copy of the complete 
Brochure at no charge by contacting our corporate office at (866) 592-6531. 

Material Changes 

1) Beginning in the 2nd quarter of 2015, JWCA clients who choose to maintain their investment advisory 
account(s) through J.W. Cole Financial, Inc. (“JWC”), a separately owned entity (but under common 
managerial control) and FINRA registered broker/dealer (“B/D”) with a fully disclosed introducing 
relationship with clearing firm and custodian, National Financial Services LLC (“NFS”), will begin to 
receive their transaction confirmations on a quarterly basis instead of the daily delivery currently in place. 
The purpose of this change is to deliver comprehensive quarterly transaction confirmation(s) that will 
coincide with the delivery of the quarterly account statement simplifying the comparison of account 
activity.  

 

Additional information about us is available at www.jw-cole.com and via the SEC’s website at 
www.adviserinfo.sec.gov. The SEC’s website also provides information about any persons affiliated with us 
who are registered, or are required to be registered, as an IAR of JWCA. 
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ADVISORY BUSINESS 

 

JWCA Owners and Principals 

JWCA is a corporation with corporate offices in Tampa, Florida and was formed under the laws of the State of 
Florida and has been federally registered with the SEC as an IA pursuant to the Investment Advisors Act of 1940 
since November 9, 2000. Mr. John Carlson, is the sole Owner, Founding Principal, President, Chief Executive 
Officer and Chief Financial Officer and as such, owns more than seventy-five (75%) of JWCA’s common stock. Mr. 
Paul S. Caron is the Chief Compliance Officer and is a less than five (5%) shareholder of JWCA.  

As described in greater detail in the section below titled “OTHER FINANCIAL INDUSTRY ACTIVITIES AND 
AFFILIATIONS”, JWCA is a separately owned entity but under common managerial control with JWC. JWC is a 
Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (“FINRA”) member B/D with corporate offices in Tampa, Florida and 
Carlsbad, CA. 

JWCA has 251 individuals associated as IARs, all of which are appropriately licensed and authorized to provide 
advisory services.  

JWCA Advisory Services 

We offer a variety of advisory services to you and each advisory service is described in its own section below. The 
advisory services are tailored for you through a process directed by your IAR, who gathers initial relevant 
information about your financial objectives, risk tolerances and existing assets; this detailed snapshot is your 
“financial profile”. Your IAR analyzes your financial profile and recommends an advisory service to you designed 
to assist you with meeting your financial goals in consideration of your financial profile and investment objectives. 
If you elect to implement your IAR’s recommendation, our advisory services may include an investment portfolio 
consisting of various types of public and private securities, including but not limited to: equities, corporate debt, 
government obligations, municipal securities, exchange traded funds, unit investment trusts, mutual funds or other 
pooled investments, options/derivatives, alternative investments, interests in real estate or oil and gas partnerships, 
annuities/insurance products and other investment instruments. In certain arrangements, you have the ability to 
impose restrictions on a particular security or category. On an ongoing basis, your IAR will review changes to your 
financial profile and monitor the advisory services you selected for purposes of making change recommendations to 
your advisory services.   

The advisory services offered by us include, but are not limited to; asset management, investment advice, investment 
consulting, and financial planning and consulting. Your IAR may act as the investment manager or may recommend 
other non-affiliated asset managers.         
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IAR Managed Programs 

We offer three types of IAR managed programs, which are delivered to you on a discretionary or non-discretionary 
basis.   

1) Traditional Advisory Account Program a/k/a Portfolio Management Account (“PMA”) 

The Traditional Advisory Account is a fee-based investment advisory account in which your IAR will 
manage the investment account according to your financial profile. Your IAR will manage your assets on a 
non-discretionary basis or, if certain qualifications are met and only upon your written authorization, your 
account(s) may be managed by your IAR on a discretionary basis. Your IAR will deliver ongoing 
investment advice and monitoring of your security holdings. This advisory program allows you the ability 
to pay an advisory fee and a nominal transaction fee in lieu of a commission for each transaction. 

2) Asset-Based Advisory Account Program 

The Asset-Based Advisory Account is a “wrap” fee investment advisory account in which your IAR will 
manage your investment account(s) according to your financial profile. Your IAR will manage your assets 
on a non-discretionary basis or, if certain qualifications are met, and only upon your written authorization 
may your IAR manage your assets on a discretionary basis. Your IAR will deliver ongoing investment 
advice and monitoring of your security holdings. This advisory program allows you the ability to pay an 
asset-based advisory fee, which covers certain transaction costs within the advisory fee in lieu of a 
commission for each transaction. 

For further information please refer to the JWCA Form ADV Part 2A Appendix Wrap Fee Program 
Brochure. 

3) Managed Account Solutions Program  

The Managed Account Solutions (“MAS”) program is a tri-party investment advisory program sponsored 
by Envestnet Asset Management, Inc. (“Envestnet”) and the clearing custodial firm, National Financial 
Services, LLC (“NFS”). The MAS program consists of an extensive range of investment advisory services, 
including: Separately Managed Accounts, Mutual Fund Solutions, ETF Solutions, Unified Managed 
Accounts, Multi-Manager Accounts and an IAR Directed Model Program, which allows your IAR to 
manage the portfolio by using Envestnet’s services. Clients who select the MAS program will also receive 
Envestnet’s Form ADV Part 2A, which provides greater detail regarding the program sponsor. 

Third-Party Investment Advisers  

We offer clients advisory services through Third-Party Investment Advisers (“TPIAs”) also known as “third-party 
asset managers”, “outside money managers” or “unaffiliated investment advisers” who manage your assets. We 
maintain an approved list of TPIAs and make these TPIAs available for your IAR to recommend these managers to 
you according to your financial profile. Your IAR may recommend for you to use one or more of the TPIAs 
available from our approved list. On an ongoing basis, your IAR monitors changes to your financial profile and the 
TPIA you selected and provides continued advice for you to adjust the TPIA if necessary.  
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Participation in Other Advisory Service Programs  

We may offer clients other investment advisory services in connection with a fee program sponsored by another 
financial services firm (e.g. B/D, IA). As described in the asset-based account program above, a wrap fee program 
will arrange for you to pay the sponsoring financial services firm an advisory fee which covers all costs including: 
the advisory fee in connection with the management of the assets; transaction costs; custodial fees and any other 
related fees for services received. In such cases where we are selected to provide any of these listed services, we 
may receive compensation directly from the other firm sponsoring the advisory program.  

As with our other advisory programs, your IAR collects information for your initial financial profile and 
recommends which advisory program may best assist with helping to meet your financial goals. After you select the 
advisory program, your IAR will review changes to your financial profile, arrange periodic meetings and 
recommend any necessary adjustments to your investment strategy. 

Financial Planning & Consulting 

We also offers financial planning & consulting services to you on matters involving securities and non-securities 
topics, including, but not limited to: tax planning; asset allocation; estate planning; investment planning; risk 
management; retirement planning and college planning. Your IAR will consult with you to discuss your goals, 
objectives, risk tolerance, and any special or particular circumstance unique to you. After analyzing your individual 
circumstances, objectives and risk profile, your IAR will present recommendations to you, either verbally or in a 
written financial plan. Your IAR may prepare other special reports on these matters for you at your request. 

To implement the advice you received from your IAR, your IAR may recommend that you work with other 
professionals, such as other B/Ds, IAs, attorneys or accountants. Your IAR may also recommend that you utilize 
various financial products to assist with helping to meet your financial goals. You are under no obligation to act on 
any of the financial planning recommendations provided to you by your IAR, and you may choose to implement the 
recommendations through other unaffiliated service providers or through your IAR.   

Your IAR will base the financial planning recommendations on your initial financial profile provided at the time of 
engagement. JWCA does not guarantee or promise that your financial goals and objectives will be met. It is your 
obligation to review your analysis and provide updates when your financial situation, goals, objectives, or needs 
change, so your IAR can adjust your plan accordingly. 

Variable Annuity Sub-Account Management 

We may also assist you with managing your variable annuity insurance products that you currently own including 
any variable annuity contract you may have purchased through your IAR in their capacity as a Registered 
Representative (“RR”) of JWC. Variable annuity insurance products may contain sub-accounts, which are portfolios 
of investment assets. Based upon your financial profile, your IAR may recommend an advisory service designed to 
assist you with selecting which sub-accounts may best help you meet your financial goals. Your IAR may also 
recommend that you select a TPIA who will manage the sub-accounts according to your financial profile. This 
advisory service is separate from our other services pursuant to a written Annuity Advisory Agreement. 

Assets Under Management 

Your IAR may manage your assets on a discretionary or non-discretionary basis. As of this filing, we manage 
$505,766,946 of client assets on a discretionary basis and $660,008,655 of client assets on a non-discretionary basis.  
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FEES AND COMPENSATION 

 

IAR Managed Programs Fee 

Although you may negotiate fees under certain circumstances, fees may be charged at a flat rate or on a tiered 
schedule, the default advisory fee tiered schedule for IAR Managed Programs is as follows and your fee may be 
higher or lower than the default fee: (maximum allowable fee = 3.00% / minimum allowable fee = 0.25%)                                             

                                                                  Tier Fee Schedule 

                                Assets                                                Default Annual Fee 

                         Initial $250,000                                                  2.65% 

       $250,001 - $500,000                                            2.45% 

                  $500,001 - $1,000,000                                            1.75% 

 $1,000,001 - $2,000,000    1.50% 

                       Above $2,000,000                                              Negotiable 

The advisory fee is based on a percentage of the current market value of the assets in your account(s) under our 
management. The advisory fee is charged quarterly, in advance or in arrears. The advisory fee schedule is set forth 
in your written Agreement. We calculate the advisory fee at the end of each calendar quarter using the ending 
market value of your assets in your account(s) on the last business day of the quarter. We receive asset valuations 
from the custodian(s) of your account(s) and do not independently verify or value your assets. We prorate the initial 
and closing advisory fee based on the number of days advisory services are rendered to you in the calendar quarter. 
Prorated amounts are due upon execution or termination of your Agreement. Advisory fees are limited to a 0.25% 
minimum and a 3.00% maximum. Upon notification to us by you or your IAR, advisory fees will be adjusted for 
significant additions or withdrawals to your account during the quarter.  

The advisory fees are exclusive of and in addition to brokerage commissions, transaction fees and other clearing and 
execution costs incurred.     

Additionally, if you are not provided a copy of this Form ADV Part 2A at least 48 hours prior to signing the 
Agreement, you may terminate the Agreement within 5 business days of signing and receive a full refund of all fees 
paid. 

Third-Party Investment Adviser Fees 

All TPIA advisory fees are charged in accordance with your Agreement signed with the TPIA. Advisory fees or 
minimum investment requirements imposed by the TPIA may or may not be negotiable. The TPIA will custody your 
assets with their corresponding custodian(s).  

TPIAs may or may not be wrap programs. Any fees or charges for brokerage and custodial services incurred in 
connection with the TPIA’s management of your account(s) are in addition to the TPIA’s investment advisory fee. 
Depending on the arrangement with the TPIA, your advisory fee for the advisory services provided by us may be 
paid by the TPIA or directly from the custodian(s) of your assets. 
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Variable Annuity Sub-Account Management 

Although you may negotiate fees under certain circumstances, fees may be charged at a flat rate or on a tiered 
schedule, the default advisory fee tiered schedule for Variable Annuity Sub-Account Management is as follows and 
your fee may be higher or lower than the default fee: (maximum allowable fee = 2.00% / minimum allowable fee = 
0.25%)                                                                       

                                                       Tier Fee Schedule 

                                Assets                                                    Default Annual Fee 

                         Initial $500,000                                                  1.25% 

                   $500,000 - $1,000,000                                                  1.00% 

                  $1,000,001 - $2,000,000                                                  0.75% 

                       Above $2,000,000                                               Negotiable 

The advisory fee is based on a percentage of the current market value of the assets in your account(s) under 
management. The advisory fee is charged quarterly, in advance or in arrears. The advisory fee schedule is set forth 
in your written Agreement. We calculate the advisory fee at the end of each calendar quarter using the ending 
market value of your assets in your account(s) on the last business day of the quarter. The market value is 
determined by your Annuity Company. We do not independently verify or value your assets.   

Your IAR, in their capacity as RRs of JWC may receive commissions on the sale of variable annuities to you. In 
addition to commissions, variable annuities may also carry internal fees. These commissions and fees may create a 
conflict of interest if your IAR recommends a variable annuity purchase to you, and as a result, we receive 
commission on your purchase in addition to the advisory fees for sub-account management. If we receive such 
commissions in addition to our advisory fees, your IAR must disclose this conflict of interest to you when the 
Agreement is executed. Advisory fees on annuity sub-account management are limited to a 2.00% maximum. 

There are also Third-Party Investment Advisers who can be selected by you to manage the sub-accounts in your 
variable annuity. Under this relationship, you will pay the TPIA’s management fee (and any other fees as identified 
in the TPIA’s ADV Part II) per their agreement and you will also pay us a Solicitor’s Fee for the referral made by 
your IAR to the TPIA. This Solicitor’s Fee is negotiable and the default fee is 1%. 

Financial Planning & Consulting 

Clients electing to engage us for financial planning & consulting services may choose to be charged an hourly rate 
or a flat fee. This advisory fee may be negotiated by you prior to executing the Agreement. We may charge up to 
$350.00 per hour for these advisory services. Client’s electing a flat fee for financial planning services may pay the 
advisory fee in advance with the IAR responsible for providing proof the advisory service was delivered. Clients 
electing the hourly rate may be requested by their IAR to pay upon execution of your Agreement, upon delivery of 
the advisory services to you or upon a combination of either.  

Either party may terminate the Agreement at any time by providing the other party with written notice. Upon 
termination, we will refund any unearned advisory fees paid by you based upon the amount of documented time 
your IAR worked on the financial plan prior to the termination of the Agreement. You may terminate your 
Agreement within five business days of signing the Agreement to receive a full refund of all advisory fees paid. 
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Direct Billing to Your Custodian 

Generally, your signed Agreement authorizes us to bill advisory fees to the custodian(s) of your account(s), and 
directs your custodian(s) to debit advisory fees from your account(s). Your statements produced by the custodian(s) 
will reflect each advisory fee deduction from your account(s). You may withdraw the authorization for direct billing 
of these fees at any time by notifying us or your custodian(s) in writing.  

General Information Regarding Mutual Funds and Sub-Accounts 

All fees paid to us for advisory services are separate and distinct from the fees and expenses charged by mutual 
funds or sub-accounts, which are described in each mutual fund’s or variable annuity’s prospectus. Generally, these 
internal fees include a management fee and other expenses. Your IAR, in their capacity as RRs of JWC may receive 
12B-1 distribution fees and other commissions from investment companies in connection with the placement of 
client funds into certain investment companies. You should review all JWCA fees and those fees charged by mutual 
funds, variable annuities and others to fully understand the total amount of fees you are paying. At their discretion, 
your IAR may choose to pay for your associated transaction costs. 

If your IAR, in their capacity as a RR with JWC, elects to receive a commission on certain investments made with 
assets held in your account(s), your IAR is required to waive the advisory fee on these assets for a period of time. 
Other fee excluded assets may be marked as such by your IAR when there is no true active management or 
investment advice being given, for example: fixed income securities being held to maturity; securities with 
disadvantaged tax consequences; restricted, control, affiliate, employee securities or other investments you may 
have an attachment to; and existing investments not recommended to you by your current IAR. The time period of 
these advisory fee exclusions will be determined on a case-by-case basis. The payments requiring advisory fee 
waiver do not include any 12b-1 payments, which are not considered commissions for purposes of fee waiver 
consideration. It is important to note that the resulting commission paid to your IAR may be higher than the amount 
of your advisory fee as agreed upon in your signed Agreement. 

 

PERFORMANCE-BASED FEES AND SIDE-BY-SIDE MANAGEMENT 

 

JWCA does not charge any performance-based fees (fees based on a share of capital gains or on a share of capital 
appreciation of your assets). There may be some TPIAs who charge performance-based fees and you should review 
their ADV Part II to identify such fees.  

 

TYPES OF CLIENTS 

 

JWCA provides the advisory services described above to: individuals; partnerships, pension and profit-sharing 
plans; trusts; estates; charities, corporations and other entities. 
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JWCA may impose certain conditions for starting or maintaining an advisory account(s). Generally, our Traditional 
Advisory Account Program, PMA and MAS Program require a minimum of $25,000.00 of cash and/or securities 
and our Asset-Based Advisory Account programs requires $100,000.00 to establish and maintain an advisory 
account(s). We may terminate the Agreement if the account(s) do not meet the minimum amount required. At our 
discretion, we may waive this requirement if, for example, you have additional or related accounts that collectively 
exceed the minimum requirements.   

TPIAs may require larger minimums or may impose minimum fees. Please review all Agreements and request your 
IAR to explain any fees or account requirements prior to executing your written Agreement.  

JWCA does not require a minimum account size for financial planning services. 

 

METHODS OF ANALYSIS, INVESTMENT STATEGIES, AND RISK OF LOSS 

 

Methods of Analysis 

Your IAR may employ one or more of the following methods of investment analysis to evaluate securities for 
potential investment recommendations: 

Fundamental Analysis: A technique that attempts to identify investment opportunities by comparing an estimated 
true value of a company versus its current market value as opposed to identifying the investment opportunity 
through an analysis of the company’s security price movements. The estimated value is conducted by assessing the 
company’s current financial condition and consideration of other important company factors including, but not 
limited to: revenue projections; profitability; competitive advantages; liability exposure; management expertise; 
industry outlook; etc. Because it can take a long time for the market to reflect the company's value, one risk 
associated with this method of analysis is that gains may not be realized until the security’s market price rises to the 
company’s estimated true value. Furthermore, the information collected may be incorrect resulting in an inaccurate 
estimate of earnings, which may be the basis for the investment's value. If the company’s security prices adjust 
rapidly to new information, relying upon fundamental analysis for investment opportunity may not result in 
favorable performance. 

Technical Analysis: A technique involving the analysis of past securities price movements to identify trends and 
attempt to forecast future price movements for potential investment opportunities. Unlike fundamental analysis, 
technical analysis does not analyze the company’s value, but instead, analyzes the security’s price movement in the 
market. Charting is a form of technical analysis in which the price and volume information for a security is analyzed 
using mathematical equations. The results are then graphically represented to illustrate patterns and identify 
potential investment opportunities. Cyclical analysis is another form of technical analysis which focuses on the 
regularity of movements in the market and times trading to coincide with anticipated market cycles. Technical 
analysis studies the supply and demand in the market in an attempt to determine what direction, or trend, will 
continue in the future. However, there are risks involved with the technical analysis method, including the risk that 
trends will change unpredictably and that market timing results may not be favorable if the charts do not accurately 
predict the future price movements. Daily changes in securities prices may follow random patterns and may not be 
predictable with any reliable degree of accuracy. 
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Your IAR obtains information from a number of sources, both public and by purchase, including financial 
newspapers and magazines, inspections of corporate activities, research materials prepared by third-parties, 
corporate rating services, annual reports, prospectuses and filings with the SEC and company press releases. JWCA 
believes these resources for information are reliable and regularly depend on these resources for allowing your IAR 
to make investment recommendations; however, JWCA is not responsible for the accuracy or completeness of this 
information. 

Investment Strategies 

The investment strategy recommended for you is based upon the initial financial profile information you provided to 
your IAR. It is important to at least annually review with your IAR your investment objectives, risk tolerance, tax 
objectives, liquidity needs and any other relevant financial consideration prior to choosing an investment strategy. 
All investments carry a certain degree of risk and no one particular investment style or portfolio manager is suitable 
for all types of investors. 

Your IAR may use a variety of investment strategies depending on your circumstances, financial objectives and 
needs. Your IAR may recommend implementing one or more of the following investment strategies: long-term 
purchases (generally held at least a year); short-term purchases (generally held less than a year); trading (typically 
held less than 30 days); margin transactions (purchase of a security on credit extended by a securities company); and 
option transactions (call and put positions). 

Your IAR may recommend implementing these strategies using various types of investments, including but not 
limited to, public and private securities, including: equities, corporate debt, government obligations, municipal 
securities, exchange traded funds (“ETFs”), unit investment trusts (“UITs”), mutual funds & index funds or other 
pooled investments, options/derivatives, alternative investments, interests in real estate or oil and gas partnerships, 
annuities/insurance products and other investment instruments. Experience has shown that well diversified portfolios 
generally offer the best opportunity for investment success. Therefore, IARs often recommend varied mutual fund 
portfolios to promote diversification within various asset classes; such as industry sectors, domestic/international, or 
equities/bonds. Your IAR may recommend periodic purchases, sales, and exchanges of those mutual fund shares 
within mutual fund families and across different mutual fund families when there are opportunities based upon 
changes in your financial profile, market conditions, or other financial developments. 

Your IAR may advise you on any other types of investments that may be appropriate based upon your financial 
profile. Your IAR may also provide advice on any type of investment existing in your portfolio at the inception of 
the advisory relationship or on any investment on which you requests advice. 

Risk of Loss 

Investing in securities involves risk of loss and electing to follow the advice your IAR provides, indicates you have 
understood, prepared for and accepted this potential outcome. Investors may face various risks, but not limited to 
any or all of the following types of investment risks: 

Market Risk: The values and prices of securities may fluctuate in reaction to tangible events such as an underlying 
security’s operating results or to intangible events such as political, social, economic, or the forces of investor 
supply and demand. Security values may decline upon negative influences from any of these circumstances. 

Interest Rate Risk: Fixed income securities typically have an inverse relationship with the movements of interest 
rates meaning the yields obtained from existing bonds will generally decrease during periods of rising interest rates. 
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Credit Risk: Risk that an issuer may fail to satisfy the terms of the obligation with respect to the timely payment of 
interest and the repayment of the amount borrowed; often referred to as default risk. Two additional forms of credit 
risk are credit spread risk. Credit Spread Risk is the risk investors experience when the values of debt instruments 
fluctuate because of the premiums required by market participants to obtain additional yield over risk-free 
alternatives and Downgrade Risk is the risk that bond prices will decline due to a downgrade in its credit rating as 
assigned by agencies such as Moody’s or S&P. 

Liquidity Risk: Risk that a given security or asset cannot be traded quickly enough in the market to prevent or 
minimize a loss. 

Business Risk: The probability of loss inherent in an organization’s operations and environment that may impair its 
ability to experience profit. 

Inflation Risk: The uncertainty over the future real value of assets due to the prevailing economic conditions. 

Political Risk: Risk that investment returns could suffer as a result of political changes or instability.  

Your IAR offers advice about a wide variety of investment types and various types of public and private securities, 
including: equities, corporate debt, government obligations, municipal securities, ETFs, UITs, mutual funds & index 
funds or other pooled investments, options/derivatives, alternative investments, interests in real estate or oil and gas 
partnerships, annuities/insurance products and other investment instruments each having unique types and levels of 
risk of loss. Your IAR will discuss these risks with you in determining the investment objectives that will guide your 
investment advice for your account. Your IAR will explain and answer any questions you have about these kinds of 
investments, which present special considerations such as the following. 

Investing in securities involves risk of loss that you should be prepared to bear. Attempting to obtain higher rates of 
return on investments typically involves accepting higher levels of risk. JWCA and your IAR do not represent, 
warrant or imply that the services or methods of analysis used can or will predict future results, successfully identify 
market ceilings or floors, or insulate you from losses due to market corrections or declines. Your IAR will work with 
you to attempt to identify the balance of risks and rewards that is appropriate and comfortable for you. However, it 
is still your responsibility to ask questions if you do not understand fully the risks associated with any investment or 
investment strategy. 

Also, while your IAR strives to render his/her best judgment on your behalf, many economic and market variables 
are beyond our control and these variables may affect the performance of your investments. JWCA and your IAR 
cannot assure you that your investments will be profitable or that no losses will occur in your investment portfolio.  
Past performance is one consideration with respect to any investment or investment adviser, but it is not a predictor 
of future performance. 

Mutual Funds, Index Funds and ETFs 

Mutual Funds, Index Funds and ETFs typically charge their shareholders various advisory fees and expenses 
associated with the establishment and operation of the funds. These fees will generally include a management fee, 
shareholder servicing, other fund expenses, and sometimes a distribution fee. If the fund also imposes sales charges, 
you may pay an initial or deferred sales charge. These separate fees and expenses are disclosed in each fund’s 
current prospectus, which is available from your IAR, the fund or we can provide it to you upon request. 
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Consequently, for any type of fund investment, it is important for you to understand that you may be paying two 
levels of advisory fees and expenses: one layer of fees and expenses is paid at the fund level and one layer of 
advisory fees is paid to JWCA. In addition, many mutual funds pay shareholder servicing fees (12b-1 fees) to B/Ds 
and their RRs in consideration of their services to the fund’s shareholders. As described below, our IARs may be 
RRs of JWC and, as such, may receive this type of compensation with respect to client assets invested in these 
funds. However, if the mutual fund pays 12b-1 fees to any of our IARs who are RRs for accounts which are 
categorized as Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (“ERISA”) qualified plan accounts; we apply 
such fees to offset plan administration fees for the plan participants. 

Furthermore, your IAR will primarily recommend “no-load” funds, which do not have a commission or sales 
charges because the shares are distributed directly by the investment company, instead of going through a secondary 
distributing party.  

Variable Annuities 

Variable annuities are complex investments offered by insurance companies. Investment in a variable annuity 
contract is subject to general market risk and the insurance company’s credit risk. These and other risks are 
described in the variable annuities’ prospectuses. Variable annuities are regulated under both securities and 
insurance laws and the related rules and regulations. Variable annuities may offer benefits and features which may 
or may not have value to you depending on your circumstances, which your IAR may discuss with you. Similar to 
other investments, commissions are paid for the purchase of variable annuities and there may be surrender charges 
for early liquidation, which are clearly listed in the product’s prospectus. You may find additional information about 
these commissions, surrender charges, and other expenses in the prospectus. 

Similar to mutual funds, insurance companies may charge a variety of fees and charges against the assets invested in 
the sub-accounts of the insurance contract. As noted above, this typically means there are two layers of advisory fees 
incurred: one layer by the insurance company and one layer to JWCA for your advisory services. 

As described in more detail in the section below titled “OTHER FINANCIAL INDUSTRY ACTIVITIES AND 
AFFILIATIONS”, many of our IARs are also RRs with JWC and licensed to sell general securities products such as 
variable annuities. If you choose to establish a brokerage account from your IAR in their capacity as a RR of JWC, 
you should be aware they will likely receive compensation in connection with the sale of those products. In an effort 
to mitigate this conflict of interest, JWCA does not require you to purchase any brokerage products recommended 
by your IAR through JWC; you may choose to use an unaffiliated B/D. 

 

DISCIPLINARY INFORMATION 

 

As an IA registered with the SEC, we must inform you of all material facts regarding any legal or disciplinary events 
that may be influential to your evaluation of our firm. On January 30, 2004, the State of Virginia entered an order 
against Mr. Carlson, in conjunction with our firm for failure to exercise diligent supervision over firm agents.  
Without admitting or denying to any of the State of Virginia’s allegations, Mr. Carlson agreed to a monetary fine of 
$3,500.00 and a fee of $1,500.00 for investigation costs. This agreement was made in an effort to avoid the costs 
associated with any protracted administrative proceeding. 
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OTHER FINANCIAL INDUSTRY ACTIVITIES AND AFFILIATIONS 

 

As stated above, JWCA is a separately owned entity but under common managerial control with JWC, a nationally 
registered independent B/D with corporate offices in Tampa, FL and Carlsbad, CA. Many of the IARs associated 
with us are also independent RRs of JWC. In the capacity of RR with JWC, these individuals may earn commissions 
on the sale of securities and insurance products. This creates a conflict of interest when your IAR recommends the 
purchase of product for which your IAR receives a commission. JWCA mitigates such conflict by not requiring you 
to purchase any recommended brokerage products from our IARs or through JWC. You may purchase such products 
from an unaffiliated B/D. Additionally, our IARs may further mitigate this conflict by waiving their advisory fee on 
these products, as described above in the “Fees and Compensation” section. 

Also, some of our IARs are licensed to practice as accountants, attorneys, insurance agents or in other professional 
capacities and they may provide accounting, legal, tax or other professional services to you which may are separate 
and distinct from our services. However, when an IAR recommends for you to utilize this separate service, it creates 
a potential conflict of interest. To mitigate such potential conflict, JWCA does not require you to utilize these 
separate services offered by your IAR nor are you required to implement any tax, legal, investment or other 
recommendations. You are free to use an unaffiliated accountant, attorney, insurance agent or any other professional 
of your choice.  

Further, in some instances, we may allow your IAR to independently own their own Investment Adviser ("IA") firm. 
In such cases, your IAR may be dually registered as an IAR of JWCA and their own IA. As a result, your IAR may 
provide advisory services to you under their own IA or under JWCA as described in your written Agreement. 

When you use an affiliated business to purchase or sell securities or insurance, or to obtain accounting, tax, legal or 
other professional services, you will incur commissions, fees, and charges which are not part of JWCA’s advisory 
fees. These additional sources of compensation to our IARs create a conflict of interest, which you should carefully 
consider in determining to implement the advice from your IAR. 

 

CODE OF ETHICS 

 

JWCA has adopted a Code of Ethics describing the standards of business conduct we expect all officers, directors, 
employees, and IARs to follow. Our Code also describes certain reporting requirements which individuals 
associated with us or employed by us must comply.   

JWCA and our IARs may buy or sell securities for our own accounts, otherwise known as proprietary accounts and 
your IAR may also recommend to you and other clients, securities which they are investing in personally or 
recommending to other clients. While this creates a conflict of interest, generally, we aggregate or “block” orders for 
your account and our proprietary accounts into one large order in accordance with our trade aggregation and 
allocation policy in order to ensure all impacted accounts receive fair pricing. These aggregated orders may achieve 
better execution for all participating accounts and we fairly allocate those benefits among all participating accounts, 
mitigating any potential conflict.   
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JWCA does not act as principal in any securities transactions. JWC, in its capacity as a B/D, may act as principal 
when buying or selling fixed income securities. In these situations, your trade confirmation will notify you that JWC 
acted as principal for such transaction. Our Chief Compliance Officer, Mr. Paul Caron, or qualified delegate, 
monitors these transactions, and if a conflict of interest arises in these transactions, we promptly notify you of such a 
conflict. We maintain internal policies which prohibit IARs from knowingly buying or selling securities from a 
client, as principal and effecting agency cross transactions involving a client. However, it is possible that the 
executing B/D, without your IAR’s knowledge or our knowledge, could inadvertently cross your transaction. In 
order to mitigate and prevent such conflicts, our Chief Compliance Officer, Mr. Paul Caron, or qualified delegate, 
reviews cross transactions as well as transactions by employees and related persons in an effort to minimize any 
conflicts of interest. 

You may request a copy of our Code of Ethics by contacting our corporate office, at (866) 592-6531 or email at: 

compliance@jw-cole.com. 

 

BROKERAGE PRACTICES 

 

Brokerage & Soft Dollars 

J.W. Cole Financial, Inc. Brokerage Services 

Although JWCA does not require you to use a specific B/D to execute securities transactions for your account, we 
have established a relationship with our affiliated B/D, JWC and its clearing firm, NFS. If you do not direct us 
otherwise and without written pre-approval from us allowing the use of another B/D; your IAR will utilize JWC and 
NFS to execute securities transactions for your account. When selecting JWC as the B/D, and to fulfill our duty of 
best-execution, we considered JWC’s variety of services, financial stability and competitive commission rates in our 
effort to provide brokerage services that meet your needs. JWCA also considered that your IAR is likely an 
independent RR of JWC, which may result in your total payment of commissions and fees to be in excess of those 
which JWC (or another broker) may charge for transactional services alone. JWCA allows for this in consideration 
of the additional advisory services provided. However, JWCA must determine, in good faith, that the amount of any 
commission or transaction fee paid is reasonable in relation to the value of the brokerage services provided. This is 
viewed in terms or either a particular transaction or our overall responsibilities with respect to accounts as to which 
we exercise investment discretion. We evaluate other B/Ds from time to time, to determine if a better combination 
of services and commission rates are available for our clients.  

Additionally, JWCA has an expense sharing agreement with JWC in connection with providing us with office space, 
office equipment, and administrative services in return for JWCA directing securities transactions for execution and 
clearing to JWC and NFS. This agreement provides a financial benefit to JWCA which does not directly benefit you.  
However, to mitigate this conflict of interest, you may direct us to utilize a different unaffiliated B/D, as described in 
more detail below under the “Directed Brokerage” section.  

Any commissions or transaction fees you pay as a result of a securities transactions for your account, will be 
determined according to standard commission rates in effect at JWC or as negotiated by you and your IAR in their 
capacity of an RR with JWC. Commissions paid by you may or may not be higher than commissions paid at other 
B/Ds. JWC may provide customary market reports and other value-added services to their RRs, which your IAR 
may use to benefit your accounts and all accounts and not only those accounts with JWC and NFS. 
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Other Brokerage Services 

Although JWCA does not require you to use a specified B/D; with prior written approval from us, some of our IARs 
may elect to establish a brokerage relationship with B/Ds other than JWC. JWCA has the ability to accommodate 
such requests after conducting a due diligence review of the B/D’s trading platform, service capabilities and fees. 
Upon our approval, your IAR will have the option to recommend which B/D may be most appropriate for your 
needs. This relationship will include the B/D serving as custodian and offering brokerage services for your accounts. 
Although our IARs refer most clients to JWC, you should understand that other brokerage service providers may 
execute trades at a lower overall cost and they retain any and all commissions or transaction fees associated with 
trades affected on their platform. JWCA is independently owned and operated and JWC is the only brokerage 
service provider we are affiliated with. Other brokerage service providers offer various services, such as institutional 
trading and custodial services. However, the program or services may only be available to us if we maintain certain 
levels of our client assets with them (typically at least $10 million). As a result, these services may be contingent 
upon us committing a specific amount of business or assets in custody, to the brokerage service provider and JWCA 
cannot make any guarantee we will be able to continue to meet this requirement and therefore the available service 
may be terminated. 

Typically these brokerage services include the execution of securities transactions, custody and access to mutual 
funds and other investments that are otherwise generally available only to institutional investors or to accounts with 
a significantly higher minimum initial investment. Generally, if you choose to utilize one of these brokerage service 
platforms to serve as your custodian, the B/D typically will not charge your accounts a separate custodial fee, but 
instead will charge commissions and other transaction-related or asset-based fees for securities trades that are 
executed through their trading platform and clearing firm. 

Benefits Received 

JWC, NFS and other brokerage service providers may offer us other products and services that assist us in managing 
and administering clients’ accounts, but may not directly benefit your account. JWCA may use many of these 
products and services to service all or some substantial number of our client accounts including utilizing these 
services for accounts that are not utilizing the alternate brokerage service. These products and services include 
software and other technology that (1) provide us access to client account data, such as trade confirmations and 
account statements; (2) facilitate trade execution and allocate aggregated trade orders for multiple client accounts; 
(3) provide market reports, pricing and other economic data; (4) facilitate payment of our fees from our clients’ 
accounts; and (5) assist with back-office functions, recordkeeping and client reporting. 

JWC, NFS and other brokerage service providers may also offer other services intended to help us manage and 
further develop our business enterprise, such as compliance, legal, business consulting, publications, conferences on 
practice management and business succession, and access to employee benefits providers, human capital consultants 
and insurance providers. These other brokerage service providers may also provide other benefits to us, such as 
educational events or occasional business entertainment of our personnel. In evaluating whether to recommend for 
you to custody your assets at NFS or an alternative brokerage service provider, your IAR may take into account the 
availability of some of these products and services and other arrangements as part of the total mix of factors 
considered, in addition to the nature, cost or quality of custody and brokerage services, which may create a potential 
conflict of interest. However, to mitigate this conflict, JWCA does not limit the benefit of these products and 
services to only clients utilizing the alternative brokerage service as their custodian. JWCA allows the use of the 
market data and other services provided by the brokerage service providers or other institutions with which our 
clients have accounts for the benefit of all clients. Unless directed otherwise by you, we seek to negotiate 
commissions, mark-ups, and other brokerage fees to ensure a reasonable rate based on multiple factors including 
execution prices which we review annually to determine their reasonableness. 
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Directed Brokerage 

While our receipt of market reports and other services or products from JWC, NFS or other brokerage service 
provider may create an incentive for your IAR to recommend such institutions to you as your custodian, we mitigate 
this conflict by allowing you to direct us, in writing, to use a different custodian.  With written pre-approval, you 
may participate in directed brokerage and you should understand that, in the case of such a directed brokerage 
arrangement: 

• You are solely responsible for negotiating the terms and arrangements with these B/Ds, and we 
have no responsibility for reviewing the fairness of those terms and arrangements;  

• We will not seek better execution services or prices from other B/Ds in connection with 
transactions for your account;  

• We will not be able to “block” or “aggregate” transactions for your account with transactions for 
our other clients not subject to a similar such arrangement;  

• We will not monitor the performance of, or services provided by the B/D you choose; and 

• As a result, you may pay higher commissions or other transaction costs or greater spreads, or 
receive less favorable net prices, on transactions for your account than would otherwise be the case.   

However, we may seek better execution services or better prices from other B/Ds or “block” your transactions for 
execution, if such action is required by law or fiduciary duties, including but not limited to, the fiduciary duty 
provisions under ERISA, as amended, if you are a plan subject to ERISA, or if the designated B/D is unable or 
unwilling to effect a particular transaction or transaction, which may occur with certain transactions involving fixed-
income securities. If you choose to direct brokerage, from time to time we may ask you to confirm your direction to 
use an alternative brokerage firm.  

Trade Allocation Policy 

JWCA has adopted a trade allocation policy to govern how we handle the aggregation of orders for more than one 
client’s account. From time to time, and only where appropriate, we may aggregate orders for securities transactions 
for more than one client and, in appropriate circumstances, may include proprietary accounts. In doing so, we strive 
to treat each client fairly and try not to favor one client or a proprietary account over another client. When executed, 
we will allocate the aggregated order in accordance with policies and procedures intended to achieve fair treatment.  
The purpose of aggregating orders is for our administrative convenience and, in some transactions, to obtain better 
execution for the aggregated order than might be achieved by processing each of the transactions separately. 

JWCA will not knowingly aggregate orders for a client having a directed brokerage relationship with a client who 
does not have a directed brokerage relationship with the same B/D. A consequence of not aggregating a client’s 
order with other orders for the same securities is that the client may not obtain as favorable of a price or as low of a 
cost in a separate transaction as clients whose orders have been aggregated. 

Each account that participates in an aggregated order will participate at the average share price for all transactions 
ordered by our firm in that security on a given business day. If permitted by the B/D effecting the transaction, 
transaction costs will be shared on a pro rata basis. Some B/Ds charge brokerage commissions on each participating 
client in accordance with the size of that client’s share of the aggregated order, regardless of the total size of the 
aggregated order. If an aggregated order is not filled in its entirety, it will be allocated among participating accounts 
on a fair and equitable basis, which is typically done a pro rata basis. 
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REVIEW OF ACCOUNTS 

 

JWCA monitors all client accounts on a continuous basis. Typically, our IARs also review their clients’ accounts. 
Other factors may trigger additional reviews, such as changes in market conditions, changes in your financial 
situation or investment objectives, large deposits or withdrawals from your account or your request for an additional 
review. In these instances, Mr. Paul Caron, our Chief Compliance Officer, or qualified delegate will conduct the 
review. Mr. Paul Caron is responsible for the supervision of the reviews. 

If we provide you with portfolio management services, we may, in some cases, prepare portfolio reports depending 
on the size of your account and whether or not the money manager, B/D or custodian involved in the relationship 
regularly produce reports. In most cases, custodians and third-party investment advisers prepare and send written 
reports directly to our clients or to your IAR who in turn distributes it to you. In addition, you will receive a report, 
at least quarterly, from the custodian for your account regarding transactions and holdings within your account.  

 

CLIENT REFERRALS AND OTHER COMPENSATION 

 

Client Referrals 

JWCA must disclose any economic benefits our IARs or we receive for providing investment advice and other 
services to you. As described in the “OTHER FINANCIAL INDUSTRY ACTIVITIES AND AFFILIATIONS” 
section above, our IARs may receive additional compensation from JWC for transacting brokerage products to you.  
Also, our IARs, as licensed insurance agents, accountants, attorneys or other professional may receive commission 
when they sell these other professional products or services that are separate and distinct from JWCA to you. As we 
described above, while this may create a conflict of interest, we mitigate this conflict by not requiring you to 
purchase such other products or professional services through our affiliated agencies or representatives, and you 
may purchase the products from another B/D, insurance agency, legal firm or accounting practice. 

Also, as disclosed above in the “BROKERAGE PRACTICES” section, we may receive certain benefits, services 
and products from various B/D and custodians for utilizing their services.   

We may also receive additional compensation from some third-party investment adviser platforms based upon the 
amount of business our IARs or we referred to the third-party investment adviser. For example, we have an 
agreement with Envestnet under which Envestnet provides us with a portion of the program fee charged to clients’ 
accounts utilizing the MAS program. These types of agreements financially benefit us and do not directly benefit 
clients’ accounts placed with such platforms. In addition, our receipt of this compensation creates a conflict of 
interest because our IARs may have an incentive to recommend you use third-party money managers or programs 
that provide such additional compensation. However, to mitigate this conflict we do not require you to use such 
money managers, and you may choose a different management platform. 

Solicitation Arrangements 

We must also inform you, if we or a related person, directly or indirectly compensates a third-party for referring 
clients to us. From time to time, we may engage solicitors to market our services. If we do so, you will receive a 
separate solicitor’s disclosure brochure describing our solicitation arrangements, the compensation we pay to the 
solicitor, and the terms of that relationship. You will also receive a copy of this Brochure. 
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CUSTODY 

 

You will receive statements from the B/D, bank or other qualified custodian that holds and maintains your 
investment assets at least quarterly. We urge you to carefully review such statements and compare such official 
custodial records to the account statements we may provide to you. Our statements may vary from custodial 
statements based on accounting procedures, reporting dates, or valuation methodologies of certain securities. 

 

INVESTMENT DISCRETION 

 

Your IAR will manage your assets on either a discretionary or nondiscretionary basis. If your IAR manages your 
assets on a discretionary basis, we generally receive discretionary authority in writing from you at the beginning of 
our advisory relationship in your Agreement. If you choose to do so, discretionary authority grants your IAR the 
ability to determine, without obtaining your specific consent, the securities to buy or sell for your portfolio and the 
amount of securities to buy or sell. In all cases, your IAR is required to exercise such discretion consistent with your 
account objectives, risk tolerance, and any written investment guidelines and restrictions you established with us in 
writing to limit our discretionary authority in relation to your account(s).   

Also, you may sign an Agreement with your custodian, which generally includes a limited power of attorney 
granting your IAR the authority to direct and implement the investment and reinvestment of your assets within the 
account, but this limited power of attorney does not grant your IAR the authority to transfer or withdrawal assets 
from your account(s). 

 

VOTING CLIENT SECURITIES 

 

As a matter of firm policy and practice, JWCA will not be responsible for responding to proxies solicited with 
respect to annual meetings or special meetings of shareholders of securities held in your account. Proxy solicitation 
materials will be forwarded to you for your direct response and voting. 

 

FINANCIAL INFORMATION 

 

As an SEC registered IA, we must provide you with certain financial information or disclosures about our financial 
condition if we have financial commitments that impair our ability to meet contractual and fiduciary commitments 
to you. We have not been the subject of a bankruptcy proceeding and do not have any financial commitments that 
would impair our ability to meet any contractual or fiduciary commitments to you. 
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Item 1   Cover Page 
 

 
 
 

This brochure supplement provides information about Rey Descalso that supplements JW Cole 
Advisors, Inc.’s (“JW Cole Advisors”) brochure (Form ADV, Part 2A and/or Appendix 1.) You 
should have received a copy of JW Cole Advisors’ brochure.  Please contact JW Cole Advisors’ 
Advisory Services Team at (813) 935-6776 if you did not receive JW Cole Advisors’ brochure or 
if you have any questions about the contents of this supplement. 
 
 

Rey Descalso 
549 North Wymore Road, Suite 110B 

Maitland, FL 32751 
Telephone number: 886-556-9654 
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Item 2 Educational Background and Business Experience 
Rey Descalso was born in October of 1973. After attending high school at Forest Lake Academy in 

Apopka, he received a Bachelor’s Degree in Theology at Southern Adventist University in 1997 and a 

Master of Divinity Degree from Andrews Theological Seminary in 1999. Mr. Descalso has been a 

Registered Representative and an Investment Advisor Representative since 2005, joining JW Cole 

Advisors in 2010. Prior to this association Mr. Descalso had been registered with Wells Fargo Advisors 

Inc., Wachovia Securities, and A.G. Edwards.  Mr. Descalso has passed both the series 7 and the series 66 

registration exams with a percentage score of 93.  To maintain these registrations, Mr. Descalso 

completes a FINRA continuing education course every three years and JW Cole Advisors’ continuing 

education courses each year.  Mr. Descalso has also successfully passed the state of Florida Life, Health 

and Variable Annuity insurance exams. All of the above mentioned licenses are maintained through 

continuing education as required by the State of Florida and FINRA.  To maintain these licenses, Mr. 

Descalso completes no less than 24 hours of state continuing education coursework every two years, a 

FINRA continuing education course every three years and JW Cole Advisors’ continuing education 

courses each year. 

Item 3  Disciplinary Information 
Investment Advisor Representatives are required to disclose all material facts regarding any legal or 

disciplinary events that would be material in your evaluation. Currently, Mr. Descalso has no information 

applicable to this requirement. 

For more information about Mr. Descalso, please visit FINRA’s Broker Check at 
www.finra.org/brokercheck and/or the SEC’s Investment Advisor Search at www.adviserinfo.sec.gov.  
 

Item 4  Other Business Activities 
In addition to offering investment advisory services as an Investment Advisor Representative of JW Cole 

Advisors (a Registered Investment Advisor), Mr. Descalso is a Registered Representative of JW Cole 

Advisors’ broker-dealer, J.W. Cole Financial, Inc., an independent insurance agent who is appointed by 

numerous insurance companies. As a Registered Representative, of JW Cole Advisors’ broker-dealer, Mr. 

Descalso may recommend transactions in securities products such as mutual funds and variable 

annuities. When clients purchase or sell securities through J.W. Cole Financial, Inc. at Mr. Descalso’ 

recommendation, JW Cole Advisors and Mr. Descalso may be paid a commission. As an independent 

insurance agent, Mr. Descalso may recommend fixed insurance contracts to clients such as fixed 

annuities or life insurance. When clients purchase fixed insurance contracts at Mr. Descalso’s 

recommendation, he may be paid a commission. Mr. Descalso conducts these investment-related  

http://www.finra.org/brokercheck
http://www.adviserinfo.sec.gov/
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activities under the assumed or trade name of Privada Wealth Management. Privada Wealth 
Management is not affiliated with JW Cole Advisors.  
 
Mr. Descalso may receive commissions, bonuses, distribution or service (“trail”) fees, and other 
compensation based on the sale of securities (including mutual funds and insurance products) and other 
investment products. Mr. Descalso may also receive incentive-based, non-cash compensation in 
connection with his attendance at conferences, seminars, sales or training programs, and other trips 
(such as reimbursement for travel, lodging and meal expenses) and/or in the form of entertainment, 
merchandise and other benefits. Such payments and benefits may provide incentive to recommend 
certain products based on the compensation received.  
 
A conflict of interest may exist between Mr. Descalso and his clients related to the compensation he 

receives for advisory services offered as an Investment Advisor Representative and the compensation 

Mr. Descalso receives for services offered as a Registered Representative of JW Cole Advisors’ broker-

dealer and an independent insurance agent. Mr. Descalso may offer investment advice related to the 

purchase or sale of securities and/or insurance products. In some cases, when such investment advice is 

offered outside of a managed account arrangement, Mr. Descalso may receive a fee for the investment 

advice and, if the client purchases or sells a security or purchases a fixed insurance contract, Mr. 

Descalso may also be paid a commission. 

 

Item 5  Additional Compensation 
Mr. Descalso may receive additional compensation in connection with his attendance at conferences, 

seminars, sales or training programs, and other trips (such as reimbursement for travel, lodging and 

meal expenses) and/or in the form of entertainment, merchandise and other benefits for providing 

advisory services. 

Item 6  Supervision 
Rey Descalso is currently supervised by Paul Caron, Designated Supervisor of JW Cole Advisors.  Paul 

Caron may be reached at 813-935-6776.   JW Cole Advisors supervises the activities of Rey Descalso 

through on-site visits conducted by a designated qualified professional. In addition, Paul Caron or his 

qualified designee supervises Rey Descalso’s e-mail communication and other activities that require his 

approval. Lastly, JW Cole Advisors utilizes various audit and monitoring/surveillance mechanisms to 

oversee the advisory activities of Rey Descalso. 
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J.W. Cole Advisors, Inc. values you as a customer and takes your personal privacy seriously.  We are committed to maintaining the confidentiality, integrity 
and security of your personal information.  When you provide personal information, please be aware of our policies to protect the confidentiality of that 
information.  We will inform you of our policies for collecting, using, securing, and sharing nonpublic personal information the first time we do business, 
and every calendar year that you are our customer. 
 
We collect and use information that is necessary to open your account, process your transactions, advise you about our products and services, and provide 
you with full customer service.  We may collect and maintain several types of information needed for these purposes from the following sources: 
 

Information we receive from you on applications or other forms; and 
Information about your transactions with our affiliates, others, or us. 

 
It is our policy to assure that the information we have about our customers is accurate. That information is highly confidential and is only made available to 
persons who have a need for the information to properly service a customer's account, act upon a customer's request or to fulfill that person's job 
responsibility within our company.  We restrict access to nonpublic personal information about you to those employees with a legitimate business need for 
the information.  We maintain physical, electronic, and procedural safeguards that comply with federal standards and standard industry practices to guard 
your nonpublic personal information. 
 
There are two types of information sharing--information sharing with our affiliates and information sharing outside J.W. Cole Advisors, Inc.  We do not sell 
customer information.  We do not provide customer information or account numbers to persons or organizations outside J.W. Cole Advisors, Inc. who are 
doing business on our behalf for their own marketing purposes.   
 
We are permitted by law to share nonpublic information about you with third parties for the following purposes: 
 

To complete a transaction. 
To produce a consolidated or non-consolidated account statement. 
To service your account. 
To cooperate with regulators or law enforcement authorities. 
To resolve customer disputes. 

 
In order to perform our responsibilities as listed above, we may be required to disclose to third parties the following kinds of nonpublic personal 
information about you: 
 
Information we receive from you on applications and other forms, such as your name, address, social security number, assets, net worth, income and tax 
status; and 
Information about your transactions with our affiliates, others, or us such as your account size, payment history, parties to transactions, and trading 
frequency. 
 
Information we share about you may be disclosed to our affiliates or companies we hire to provide support services, such as carrying and executing broker/
dealers, clearing firms, custodians, mutual fund distributors, portfolio managers, insurance companies, independent auditors and accountants.  We may be 
required to disclose your nonpublic personal information to regulators, subject to subpoena, or law enforcement authorities.   
 
Should your J.W. Cole Advisors, Inc. Investment Advisor Representative move to another firm, the Investment Advisor Representative is permitted to 
retain copies of documents, in whatever form, (including electronic form), containing personal information about you so that he or she can assist with the 
transfer of your account and continue to serve you at their new firm.  This policy is subject to the limitations of applicable state and federal law.  Should 
your state be an “opt in” state, we will require your affirmative consent prior to this document or information retention. 
 
Companies we engage to provide support services are required to protect, keep confidential and to restrict the use of your nonpublic personal information. 
We do not disclose customer account numbers to any third parties for use in telemarketing, direct mail marketing, or other marketing through electronic 
mail to the consumer. 
 
J.W. Cole Advisors, Inc. may disclose nonpublic personal information about our former customers to the same extent as for our current customers. 
 
The law permits us to share your identifying information and information about your transactions with nonaffiliated third parties for the purposes 
described above.  We do not share your information with nonaffiliated third parties for any other reasons.  Therefore, we are not providing an opt-out 
provision for information shared with nonaffiliated third parties. 
 
The law permits us to share your identifying information and information about your transactions with our affiliated parties.  Unless you 
tell us contrary, we may share other information with our affiliates, including information we receive from you on applications and other 
forms, or information we receive from a consumer reporting agency.  If you prefer that we not share these kinds of information with our 
affiliates, you may direct us not to share this information by calling us at the following toll-free number: (866) 592-6531. 


